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***

The evidence is in. They are willfully killing and maiming and sterilizing us with these jabs.
Some of us know this. Most remain unconvinced. All holocausts are enabled by fence-sitters,
willful ignorance etc., and it is happening now. Never again is now.

People who share the truth, especially about the jabs, are censored in myriad ways. Dr.
McCullough was just removed from Twitter, apparently for posting the brilliant “Are the Kids
OK?” video.

I don't think the kids are OK. Do you? pic.twitter.com/HN3yzTSmLX

— Lisa Finley Laehy (@LeeLee317) October 6, 2022

The aforementioned video demonstrates  first  that  “COVID-19” does not  cause myocarditis
and pericarditis, but that the experimental jabs do. (1)

Second, that mainstream messaging, including “fact-checkers”, were wrong to label jab-
related myocarditis as “COVID misinformation.” (2)

Finally,  that  the  catastrophic  jab-related  mortalities  and  morbidities  are  actually
considerably  under-estimated.  (3)

Fatal Lockdowns are coming back to Canada, land of the unfree. Do what you can to beat
the censorship, the logorithms, the smears etc.

*
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